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In this paper we give a few explicit formulae for the dual coefficients and some
of the root numbers appearing in the expression of L-functions over Fq(T ) as s=1.
From these formulae we show that the set of root numbers includes all the basic
Gauss sums defined by Thakur as a proper subset. We also prove some properties
of the root numbers. Finally, we provide an example which strongly suggests that
there is a close relation between root numbers and the general Gauss sums.  1997
Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION AND NOTATION
Let Fq be a finite field of q elements with characteristic p and k=Fq(T )
be the rational function field of one variable over Fq . Let A=Fq[T ] and
A+ be the set of monic elements of A. It is a standard fact that k, A, and
A+ are very good analogues of the rational numbers Q, rational integers
Z, and positive integers Z+ , respectively. Let =(1T ) be the unique
infinite prime of k and k be the completion of k at . Corresponding to
the complex numbers, we denote by C the completion of the algebraic
closure of k and by C+ its underlying additive group. The Carlitz module
\ : A  End(C+)
is defined such that for any : # C,
\c(:)=c:, \c # Fq
\T (:)=T:+:q.
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It is well-known (see [7]) that there is a rank one lattice 1/C corre-
sponding to \ such that the entire function
exp1 (x)=x ‘
# # 1"[0] \1&
x
#+
satisfies
\a(exp1 (x))=exp1 (ax), \a # A+ .
In fact, the lattice 1=? A for some ? C which is transcendental over k as
shown by Wade in [10]. Define
e(x)=exp1 (? x)=? x ‘
# # A"[0] \1&
x
#+ .
Throughout this paper we fix a monic prime p in A and a generator *=
e(1p) of the p-torsion submodule 4p of the Carlitz module. It was known
by Carlitz (see [3, 6]) that k(4p)k is an abelian extension with Galois
group isomorphic to (Ap)_. Let O be the integral closure of A in k(4p).
It is well known that the prime (*)=*O is totally ramified over p and is
the only finite prime of k(4p) which is ramified in this extension. Let O* be
the (*)-adic completion of O and
| : (Ap)_  O_*
be the Teichmu ller character. Put
S=[i : 1iqd&1]
where d is the degree of p. For any i # S, Goss [4] defined analogues of
Dirichlet L-functions, L(s, |i ) for s # C*_Zp , where Zp is the p-adic
integers, over function fields. The zeta function ‘(s) is also defined similarly.
Since |qd&1 is the trivial character
L(s, |qd&1)=(1&p&s) ‘(s).
We will not go into the details of this definition but only emphasize that
Z sits discretely in k*_Zp so that we may consider the values of these
Goss L-functions at positive integers, namely
L(n, |i )= :
(a, p)=1
a # A+
|i(a)
an
, n # Z+ .
In order to calculate the above special values of Goss L-functions,
Anderson defined the ‘‘dual’’ set of 4p and called them ‘‘dual coefficients.’’
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We will give a formula for these numbers in Theorem 1. In the following
we use matrices to define them for the sake of clarity. Indices i and j refer
to row and column respectively. Fix a generator % of the cyclic group
(Ap)_ and set
U=
1
p
(e(% jp)i) i, j # S .
It is not difficult to show that the p-torsion submodule 4p=
[e(% jp) : j # S] _ [0].
We define the dual coefficients ej*(%i) by
U&1=(ej*(%i )) i, j # S .
Anderson [1, Eq. (38)] showed that for the Goss L-functions
L(1, |i)=& :
m # S \
1
p
:
a # (Ap)_
|i(a) em*(a)+\ :b # (Ap)_ |
&i(b) lm(bp)+
where
lm(x)= :
a # A+
e(ax)m
a
is a sort of analogue of the classical logarithm satisfying the algebraic
property
exp1 (lm(x))=Sm(e(x), 1) \x # C,
where Sm(t, z) # A[t, z] is the mth special polynomial for the Carlitz
module defined by him [1, Proposition 8(III)]. Actually, by the same argu-
ment, one can easily show that for any positive integer n, the value of the
Goss L-function at n is
L(n, |i)=& :
m # S \
1
p
:
a # (Ap)_
|i(a) em*(a)+\ :b # (Ap)_ |
&i(b) l (n)m (bp)+
where
l (n)m (z)= :
a # A+
e(az)m
an
should be a sort of analogue of the classical polylogarithm. Comparing
with the classical L-function at s=1 (see [11, p. 37]),
L(1, |i )=&
{(|i)
p
:
p&1
b=1
|&i(b) log |1&e2? - &1 bp | if 1ip&2, 2 | i,
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where {(|i ) is the classical Gauss sum, Anderson noted that the numbers
ri, m= :
a # (Ap)_
|i(a) em*(a)
should correspond to the Gauss sums. So he wondered what the relations
would be between the above ‘‘root numbers’’ as he calls them and the
Gauss sums defined by Thakur [8]. In Theorem 2 we will show that the
root numbers include all the basic Gauss sums. The last section of this
paper is devoted to calculating other root numbers, proving some proper-
ties of them, and revealing a few relations between themselves and the
Gauss sums. In the end we give an example which strongly suggests that
the root numbers are closely related to the general Gauss sums.
2. ROOT NUMBERS AND GAUSS SUMS
The notation in the first section is still valid. Set n=>(Ap)_=qd&1
and *i=e(%ip) for i # S. It is a simple matter to show that the definig
monic polynomial of the generator * of the p-torison submodule is
f (u)=
\p(u)
u
= :
d
i=0
\p , iuq
i&1
where \p , i # A are all divisible by p except \p , d=1. From the consideration
of ramification we get
\p , s#0 (mod *n) \s=0, 1, ..., d&1. (1)
Actually, Carlitz [2, 5.11] and later Goss [5, Example 3.1.11] derived a
formula for computing these coefficients for any general polynomial m # A,
\m , i=
1
Di
‘
deg(a)<i
a # A
(m+a) 0ideg(m), (2)
where
D0=1, Di= ‘
i&1
j=0
(T qi&T q j) \i>0.
In particular, \m , 0=m, \m , 1=(mq&m)D1 and \m , deg( m ) is the leading
coefficient of m.
The following lemma will be used in the calculation of the dual coef-
ficients.
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Lemma 1. For any root u0 of f (u) one has
f $(u0)=pu0 .
Proof. Since \p(u) is a q-polynomial, by differentiating both sides of
f (u) u=\p(u)
we get
f $(u) u+f (u)=p.
Plugging in u=u0 and using f (u0)=0 we get the desired equality. K
Write
U=
1
p \
*1
*21
b
*n1
*2
*22
b
*n2
} } }
} } }
} } }
*n
*2n
b
*nn+=1p V \
*1
. . .
*n+
where
V=\
1
*1
b
*n&11
1
*2
b
*n&12
} } }
} } }
} } }
1
*n
b
*n&1n + .
Then the matrix of dual coefficients is
U&1=p \
*&11
+ (ai, j) i, j # S (3). . . *&1n
where (ai, j) i, j # S=V&1. By definition ai, j is the product of det(V )&1 and
the coefficient of x j&1 of the polynomial
g(x)=\
1
*1
b
*n&11
} } }
} } }
} } }
1
*i&1
b
*n&1i&1
1
x
b
xn&1
1
*i+1
b
*n&1i+1
} } }
} } }
} } }
1
*n
b
*n&1n + .
By the well-known Lagrange interpolation formula
g(x)= :
n
j=1
f (x)
f $(*j)
g(*j)
x&*j
=
g(*i)
f $(*i)
‘
s{i
(x&*s) ( g(xj)=0 \j{i)
=
*i det(V )
p
:
n&1
j=0
(&1) j+1 _n&1&j (*1 , ..., *i@, ..., *n) x j (by Lemma 1),
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where _j (*1 , ..., *i@ , ..., *n) is the j th elementary symmetric polynomial for
*1 , ..., *i&1 , *i+1 , ..., *n . For brevity we will write _j for the j th elementary
symmetric polynomial of *1 , ..., *n . Thus
ai, j=
(&1) j *i
p
_n&j (*1 , ..., *i@, ..., *n)
=
(&1) j
p \_n&j+1& :
i  [i1 , ..., in&j+2]
1i1< } } } <in&j+2n
*i1 *i2 } } } *in&j+2+
=
(&1) j
p \_n&j+1&
1
*i
_n&j+2+
1
*i
:
i  [i1 , ..., in&j+3]
1i1< } } } <in&j+3n
*i1 *i2 } } } *in& j+3+
= } } }
=
(&1) j
p
:
j
t=1
(&1)t&1
_n&j+t (*1 , ..., *n)
*t&1i
.
Note that
_n&t={\p , s0
if t=qs&1, 0sd&1
otherwise.
(4)
Hence for qsj<qs+1 (s=0, ..., d&1)
ai, j=
(&1) j
p
:
j&t=0, q&1, ..., qs&1
(&1)t&1
_n&j+t(*1 , ..., *n)
*t&1i
=
(&1) j
p
:
s
&=0
(&1) j&(q
&&1)&1 _n&q&+1(*1 , ..., *n)
* j&q&i
=&
1
p* ji
:
s
&=0
\p , &*q
&
i (5)
since (&1)q=&1 always holds (if 2 | q then &1=1). By (3), (5) and using
the fact that f (*i)=d&=0 \p , &*
q&&1
i =0 we have
Theorem 1. Let i, j # S, 0sd&1, and qsj<qs+1. The (i, j)th dual
coefficient
ej*(%i )=&
1
* ji
:
s
&=0
\p , &*q
&&1
i = :
d
&=s+1
\p , & *q
&&1&j
i . K (6)
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Easy applications of the above theorem are the following two extreme
cases after we note \p , 0=p and \p , d=1:
ej*(%i )=&
p
* ji
if 1jq&1,
(7)
ej*(%i )=*n&ji if q
d&1jn.
Recall that | is the Teichmu ller character. We set
W=(|i(% j)) i, j # S
and the root number matrix
R=WU&1=(ri, j) i, j # S .
Define the additive character
, : (Ap)_  4p
a [ &\a(*).
According to Thakur [8] we define the basic Gauss sums
gj=& :
a # (Ap)_
|&q j(a) ,(a) \j mod d.
So for instance g0=gd . As an important application of formula (7), we
have
Theorem 2. For 0jd&1 the (n&q j, n&1)th root number is the
basic Gauss sum gj . All the other entries in the (n&1)st column of the root
matrix are zeroes.
Proof. By (7)
rn&i, n&1= :
m # S
|n&i(%m) e*n&1(%m)= :
m # S
|&i(%m) *m
= :
m # S
|&i(%m) e(%mp)= :
a # (Ap)_
|&i(a) e(ap)
= :
a # (Ap)_
|&i(a) \a(*)=& :
a # (Ap)_
|&i(a) ,(a)
={ gj0
if i=q j for some 0jd&1,
otherwise.
The last equation follows from the remark of [8, Proposition I]. This com-
pletes the proof of our theorem. K
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The above theorem shows that the set of the root numbers contains the
basic Gauss sums as a subset. At the end of [9], Thakur showed that the
basic Gauss sums are all nonzero. So two natural questions arise: Are there
any nonvanishing root numbers except those basic Gauss sums? If there
are, are they somehow related to the basic Gauss sums? For the first ques-
tion an affirmative answer is given in the next section. For the second one,
asked by the referee and Thakur, we only have partial results.
3. PROPERTIES OF ROOT NUMBERS
The goal of this section is to find a few useful properties of root numbers
and try to relate them to the Gauss sums. We keep the previous notation
in this section.
Observing that the last column of the dual coefficient matrix U&1 is all
1’s, we easily get
Proposition 1. For any i # S the (i, n)th root number is
ri, n=&$i, n (8)
where $i, n is the Kronecker symbol.
Also from the above observation and that UU&1 is the identity matrix
we have the following lemma to be used in the Proof of Proposition 2.
Lemma 2. Let Sj=ni=1 *
j
i for 0jn, then
&1 if j=0
Sj={p if j=n0 otherwise.
Proposition 2. Corresponding to the trivial character, the root numbers
rn, j={&\p , s0
if j=qs&1 for some 1sd
otherwise.
(9)
Proof. By (6), for 0sd&1 and qsj<qs+1 we have
rn, j= :
d
&=s+1
\p , &Sq&&1&j .
By Lemma 2 we see that Sq&&1&j=0 unless q&&1&j=0 in which case the
restriction of j implies that &=s+1 and j=qs+1&1. Then our proposition
follows. K
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Remark. The above proposition is interesting in that even the trivial
character gives us the same number of nonvanishing root numbers as that
of the basic Gauss sums.
For other nontrivial characters which do not give rise to the basic Gauss
sums there are also a lot of nonvanishing root numbers. In what follows we
may allow the first subscript of the root numbers to vary in the residue
classes modulo n.
Let Ad=[a # A : deg(a)<d ] and %m be the residue class representative
of %m modulo p in Ad for every m # S.
Proposition 3. Assume d2. For any 0in&1 and 0kq we
have
r&i&k(q&1), n&i
*i+k(q&1)
#\ ik+
&1
Dk1
(mod *q&1)
where we define the binomial coefficient ( ik)=0 if i<k.
Proof. From Theorem 1, for 0sd&1 and qsn&i<qs+1 one has
r&i&k(q&1), n&i= :
m # S
|&i&k(q&1)(%m) :
d
&=s+1
\p , & *q
&&1&n+i
m .
Observe that by (2)
*m
*
=
e(%mp)
*
=
e(%mp)
*
=
\%m(*)
*
#%m+\%m, 1 *q&1 (mod *q
2&1)
#%m+\%m, 1 *q&1 (mod *q
2&1)
since d>1. Combined with (1) the above congruence yields
r&i&k(q&1), n&i
*i
# :
m # S
\p , d|&i&k(q&1)(%m)(%m+\%m, 1*q&1) i
(mod *q2&1)
# :
m # S
%m(&i&k(q&1)) :
i
t=0 \
i
t+ %m(i&t) \
%mq&%m
D1 +
t
*t(q&1)
(mod *q2&1)
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# :
i
t=0 \
i
t+ :m # S %
m(&t&k(q&1)) :
t
l=0 \
t
l +
(&1)t&l
Dt1
%m(l(q&1)+t)*t(q&1)
(mod *q2&1)
# :
k
t=0
:
t
l=0 \
i
t+\
t
l +
(&1)t&l
Dt1
:
m # S
%m(l&k)(q&1)*t(q&1)
(mod *(k+1)(q&1)).
For any 0lk, |l&k|q since 0kq. Thus, |(l&k)(q&1)|
q2&q<n and therefore m # S %m(l&k)(q&1)=&$l, k in the last sum. Hence
r&i&k(q&1), n&i
*i
#{
0 if i<k,
(mod *(k+1)(q&1)).
\ ik+
&1
Dk1
*k(q&1) if ik
Our proposition follows directly from this. K
Remark. The special case when k=0 was included in [1, Lemma 7]. In
this special case we see that there are n nonzero diagonal root numbers and
exactly only one of them gives us a basic Gauss sum, namely rn&1, n&1 by
Theorem 2. Thus the set of nonvanishing root numbers is rather large.
Now we want to find some relations between root numbers themselves.
Proposition 4. Assume d2 and 1i<n. Then
riq, qd&1&1=(ri, n+qd&2&qd&1)q.
Proof. By Theorem 1
riq, qd&1&1= :
m # S
|iq(%m) \p , d&1+ :
m # S
|iq(% j) *qd&qd&1m
=\ :m # S |
i(%m) *n&(n+qd&2&qd&1m +
q
\ first :=0 since n |% iq+
=(ri, n+qd&2&qd&1)q
since qd&1n+qd&2&qd&1<n when d2. K
The next example shows that the basic Gauss sums may be used to
determine other nonzero root numbers.
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Example 1. Let q=2 and p=T 2+T+1. The generator *=e(1p) of
*p is a root of the polynomial
f (u)=\p(u)u=u3+pu+p.
Let [1, T, T+1] be a complete set of representatives of (Ap)_. Let % # O*
be such that %#T (mod *). Then we may write the three roots of f (u) as
follows:
*1=e(%p)=\T (*)=*2+T*
*2=e(%2p)=\T+1(*)=*2+T*+*.
*3=e(1p)=*.
Thus the matrix of dual coefficients ej*(%i) is
p*1 *1 1 p+*21 *1 1
U&1=\p*2 *2 1+=\p+*22 *2 1+ .p*3 *3 1 p+*23 *3 1
Let ;=|(%) and write
; ;2 1
W=(|i(% j))1i, j3=\ ;2 ; 1+ .1 1 1
From (8) and (9), the matrix of the root numbers is
r1, 1 g1 0
R=WU&1=\r2, 1 g0 0+p 0 1
where g0 , g1 are the basic Gauss sums by Theorem 2. From Proposition 3
we see that r1, 1{0. In fact, from Proposition 4, plugging in i=2, 1 we have
r1, 1=g20 and r2, 1=g
2
1 , neither of which is zero, which was first noted by
Thakur. He also remarked that p=g0 g1 is also a Gauss sum.
The above example gives us some hints on the next proposition, which
partially answers the second question posed at the end of Section 2.
Proposition 5. Let 1in&1 and 0sd&1. Then
riqs, n&qs={ g
qs
j
0
if i=n&q j for some 0jd&1,
otherwise.
where gj are the basic Gauss sums.
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Proof. First let us assume q{2 or s{d&1, then qd&1n&qs<n. By
Theorem 1,
riqs, n&qs= :
m # S
|iqs(%m) *qsm=\ :m # S |
i(%m) *m+
qs
=(ri, n&1)q
s
which is nonzero only when ri, n&1 is a basic Gauss sum by Theorem 2.
When q=2 and s=d&1, there is one more summation term in the
expression of the root number ri2d&1, n&2d&1 . But this summation is
:
m # S
|i2d&1(%m) \p , d&1=0.
So in this case the proposition is also true. This finishes our proof. K
Concerning vanishing root numbers, we have
Proposition 6 (Anderson). For i, j # S, if ij (mod q&1), then
ri, j=0.
Proof. This follows from [1, Proposition 10(II)] which was pointed
out by Anderson in [1] after Eq. (38). K
Now we provide an interesting example as evidence that root numbers
are related to Gauss sums.
Example 2. Let q=3 and p=T 2+1. The generator *=e(1p) of 4p is
a root of the polynomial
f (u)=\p(u)u=u8+Tpu2+p.
Let [1, &1, T, T+1, T&1, &T, &T+1, &T&1] be a complete set of
representatives of (Ap)_. Let % # O* be such that %#T+1 (mod *) and
c=*2+T. Then we may write the eight roots of f (u) as follows:
*1=e(%p)=*(1+c), *2=e(%2p)=&*c,
*3=e(%3p)=*(1&c), *4=e(%4p)=&*,
*5=&*1 , *6=&*2 , *7=&*3 , *8=*.
From >8i=1 *i=p one has p=c
2(1&c2)2 *8. Let ;=|(%), then using
;4=&1 one has
;4+1=(;2+;&1)(;2&;&1)=0.
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But ;2&;&1#T+10 (mod *); one then gets
;2=1&;, ;3=&1&;.
Then plugging in the above relations in the matrix
W=(| ji ) i, j # S
=
; ;2 ;3 &1 &; &;2 &;3 1
;2 &1 &;2 1 ;2 &1 &;2 1
;3 &;2 ; &1 &;3 ;2 &; 1
&1 1 &1 1 &1 1 &1 1
&; ;2 &;3 &1 ; &;2 ;3 1
&;2 &1 ;2 1 &;2 &1 ;2 1
&;3 &;2 &; &1 ;3 ;2 ; 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
we will see that the root number matrix R has the form
&;2g40 g1 0 ;
2g0 g21 0 0 0 0 0
0 &g60 0 &g
3
0 g1 0 &g
2
1 0 0
;2g0 g41 0 &;
2g20 g1 0 0 0 0 0
0 g30 g
3
1 0 Tg0 g1 0 g0 g1 0 0
&;2g20 g
3
1 0 g
2
0 g
3
1 0 g
3
0 0 g1 0
0 &g61 0 &g0 g
3
1 0 &g
2
0 0 0
;2g30 g
2
1 0 g
3
0 g
2
1 0 g
3
1 0 g0 0
0 &Tg20 g
2
1 0 0 0 0 0 &1
where g0=*(1+c;2) and g1=*(1&c;2) are the only two basic Gauss
sums. In the computation process, one may find the following equations
useful:
*4c(1&c2)=*2(1+c2)=g0 g1 , g0+g1=&*.
One can also use Propositions 16 to simplify the calculation. K
From what we have obtained in this paper, especially the last example
and some more computations, we suspect that all root numbers should be
closely related to the general Gauss sums. Specifically, we find that if
a=(a0 , a1 , ..., ac&1)= :
d&1
i=0
aiqi, ai0, and l(a)= :
d&1
i=0
ai<n, (10)
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then the relation
r&a,n&l(a)t ‘
d&1
i=0
gaii (11)
holds to some extent, where t means that the ratio between the numbers
on two sides is some constant. What we hope is that this constant will be
very simple and its order at * will be zero. When l(a)=0 the above
Eq. (11) simply says that rn, nt1 which is apparently true. When l(a)=1
the relation (11) agrees with Theorem 2. Besides, from Proposition 3, if
( ik){0 and 0kmin[q, i] then ord*(r&(i&k+kq), n&i)=i&k+kq=
ord*( gi&k0 g
k
1) by [8, Theorem III], which gives us evidence that
r&(i&k+kq), n&itgi&k0 gk1 . Although this is not always easy to verify, it is
true for most of the root numbers in Example 2. But when l(a)=qs our
Example 2 (also Proposition 5) shows that (11) is true only if wel allow the
constant to be zero.
Finally, we make two observations about (11):
(I) Not every a in (10) gives a distinct root number. Just look at the
following root numbers of Example 2:
r&a, 1={
r11 if a=(7, 0) or (3, 4)
r31 if a=(4, 3) or (0, 7)
r51 if a=(5, 2) or (1, 6)
r71 if a=(6, 1) or (2, 5)
r&a, 2={
r22 if a=(6, 0) or (2, 4)
r42 if a=(3, 3)
r62 if a=(4, 2) or (0, 6)
r82 if a=(5, 1) or (1, 5)
r&a, 3={
r13 if a=(4, 1) or (0, 5)
r33 if a=(5, 0) or (1, 4)
r53 if a=(2, 3)
r73 if a=(3, 2)
r&a, 4={
r24 if a=(3, 1)
r44 if a=(4, 0) or (0, 4)
r64 if a=(1, 3)
r84 if a=(2, 2)
r&a, 5={
r15 if a=(1, 2)
r35 if a=(2, 1)
r55 if a=(3, 0)
r75 if a=(0, 3)
r&a, 6={
r26 if a=(0, 2)
r46 if a=(1, 1)
r66 if a=(2, 0)
r&a, 7={r57 if a=(0, 1)r77 if a=(1, 0)
We find that for those a such that l(a)=5 and l(a)=7 (also r44), a variant
of (11) holds as follows:
r&a, n&l(a)t{ g
a0&3
0 g
a1+1
1
ga0+10 g
a1&3
1
if a0>3,
if a1>3.
(12)
But for r22 and r62 there is another type of relation.
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(II) Not every root number enters into (11). We can give a counting
argument as follows. For l(a)=k, (11) gives us at most ( d+k&1k ) root num-
bers. Moreover, by Proposition 6 we expect roughly (qd&1)(q&1) non-
trivial entries in the (n&k)th column of the root number matrix for general
k. Now take k small, say k=2. When d is large we know ( d+12 ) is much less
then (qd&1)(q&1). So what happen to the other root numbers? Do they
vanish? Since it is rather difficult to compute examples with large d, we are
unable to predict what is happening.
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